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2 Executive Summary 
 

eScience: Insight out!, a White Paper by PLAN-E, the Platform of National eScience Centers in Europe, describes 

the domain of eScience, involving: 

 the state-of-the art; 

 contributions to the development of science and research; 

 requirements regarding e-infrastructures, including the European Open Science Cloud; 

 education; 

 communities; 

 potential to inform governments, policy organizations and the scientific community. 

The paper concentrates on eScience as a new working domain and refers only incidentally to the role of PLAN-

E itself.  

PLAN-E is a new European vehicle to communicate the eScience message and promote and support its 

development. PLAN-E concentrates on a limited set of concrete actions. 

 eScience is a community of practice, remaining at  the forefront of developments, beyond any particular 

focus area such as Big Data or The Internet of Things; 

 “eScience promotes innovation in collaborative, computationally- or data-intensive research across all 

disciplines, throughout the research lifecycle"; 

 eScience is about “Enabling digitally enhanced research through efficient utilization of data, software 

and e-infrastructure”; 

 eScience encompasses developments in Data Science, Computational Science and the Internet of 

Things; 

 eScience’s innovative power comes by developing a different mind-set amongst researchers, combined 

with an overall view on the holistic  utilization of ICT and e-infrastructures to solve scientific and/or 

social challenges; 

 eScience is potentially applicable to and applied in all domains of research; 

 eScience examples of on-going research in eScience are referred to in this document as examples of 

applicability; 

 eScience links in perfectly to the European Open Science Cloud idea’s and endeavours;  

 PLAN-E is based on agreed terms of reference which define the eScience domain at large and the focus 

on eScience by the PLAN-E members and communities; 

 PLAN-E promotes eScience within the research domain, in Europe and beyond as the new way to 

perform innovative science and accelerate discovery; 

 PLAN-E, in its efforts to stimulate and improve eScience, also may be involved in matters such as: 

o eSkills (education); 

o Software Sustainability; 

o Data Stewardship; 

o Information exchange; 

o Re-usability of data and computer codes; 

o e-infrastructure: advice from user point of view; 

 PLAN-E, due to its eScience dependence, supports: 

o Open science; 

o FAIR principles; 

o Implementations promoting Software Sustainability and Data stewardship along disciplinary lines; 

 PLAN-E is open for discussions on and with all major European (e-)infrastructures and ESFRI projects; 

 PLAN-E seeks to articulate the insights and views of scientists regarding the utilization of existing and 

new infrastructures. 
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3 Introduction 
The natural evolution of science has recently taken on a new direction, enabled by the intrinsic absorption into the 

science process itself of the myriad of tools that ICT, e-Infrastructures and cross boundary/disciplinary co-operation 

have presented us with so far and will bring us in the future. This new direction, with its holistic view of e-

infrastructures, computational methodologies & data science tooling, as well as its cooperative and open nature, 

results in enhanced research capabilities and as such links in well to the European Open Science Cloud endeavours.  

3.1 The eScience Perspective 
The eScience perspective is a hawk eye’s view of the state-of-the-art with regard to: 

 A complete portfolio of e-infrastructural tools and services as well as ICT products at any time; 

 Algorithmic methodologies in Computational Science; 

 Data Science analytics and other developments, 

providing researchers in all domains with a holistic perspective,  enabling them to accelerate discoveries in their 

respective fields and collaborate more easily between disciplines.  

3.2 What is eScience about? 
eScience is a self-developing community of principles and practices, and simultaneously a new concept and 

paradigm concerned with enhancing science through the optimal deployment and use of ICT tooling, software and 

e-infrastructures in scientific research challenges. This allows scientists to conceive their present and future 

research challenges without direct translation of the issues at hand into traditional solution methodologies.  

Rather, eScientists of today contribute towards shaping the research question by deploying the most modern 

techniques and the best e-infrastructures available at that point in time. eScientists may even reset their challenge 

horizons to higher standards because of the potential of using ICT or e-infrastructure as a whole, rather than using 

just elements thereof. 

Among many elements involved in this new domain are: 

 Problem driven, multi-dimensional approaches; 

o Science and societal challenges lead; 

o Complex research questions addressed by larger, European or Global teams; 

 Value adding: 

o Enabling re-usability of tools, software and data; 

o Make Data Stewardship and Software Sustainability first class citizens; 

o Use what is already available, create where required; 

 Openness and Sharing: 

o Open Science, where possible, Closed where needed; 

o Early knowledge exchange; 

o Crossing over of knowledge and experiences across disciplinary boundaries; 

o Stimulate innovation by pushing public research results into industry; 

o Enhance economic competitiveness, for example through spin-offs; 

o Help bridge the digital divide;  

 Computational Science methodologies, Data driven approaches and visualization embedded. 

3.3 Requirements 
Some requirements for the successful emergence of this fourth paradigm direction include: 

 early knowledge and adoption of ICT developments, through Open Science and beyond; 

 achievements in Computer Science (Informatics); 

 developments in the Computational and Data Sciences; 

 an open setting for sharing data and software (“EOSC”) 

 high-end e-infrastructures; 

 skilled scientists; 
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 education and knowledge exchange through summer/winter schools; 

 internationalization of high-level local training courses and materials; 

 availability of other resources for knowledge exchange; 

 dissemination beyond academia to ensure societal and industrial impacts of these advances. 

4 New Paradigm for research and competitiveness: 

enhancing science capabilities 
“eScience promotes innovation in collaborative, computationally- or data-intensive research across all disciplines, 

throughout the research lifecycle" is one of the working definitions used by the organizers1 of the IEEE eScience 

Conference, Munich, August 30-September 4 2015. 

4.1 eScience’s innovative power 
Probably the most compact description of what eScience is can be found in the strategy document of one of the 

PLAN-E members2: Enabling digitally enhanced research through efficient utilization of data, software and e-

infrastructure. Today, research without ICT tooling, software and computing, and data resources is inconceivable. 

But that does not transform all of today’s science into eScience. So: what does eScience add to contemporary 

research? 

Actually a lot, but the best is yet to come as eScience is a very practical and rapidly evolving concept. At the   

forefront of activities, eScience  interacts as a stimulus with a wide range of communities - from humanities to 

astronomy, from ecology to social sciences and from archaeology to green genetics. Vice versa,  new techniques, 

best practices and proven solutions emanating from these communities can be injected into other domains. 

Contemporary science practices demand a different mind-set of scientists. Problem-driven co-operation across 

disciplinary,  institutional or national boundaries, sharing of data and opening the background of publications and 

scientific findings, just adds that extra touch which allows for reusability of data and software and opens the way 

to the exponential uplift of developments. This is as revolutionary as the introduction of the World Wide Web. 

Every newly developed website could stand on the shoulders of earlier versions as its developers added just that 

new feature. Today’s website complexity is inconceivable without that prior open attitude. 

What makes all the difference is the direct involvement of this new breed of eScience or Data Science experts on 

the existing research floor, co-authoring publications and bridging the world of science with that of ICT. eScience 

develops through these direct participations while on the other hand the research potential is enriched by the 

deployment of the most modern tools and use of e-infrastructures as a whole.  

4.2 What’s going on in science, ICT and e-infrastructures? 
Developments, such as exascale, grid & cloud computing, high speed networks and the handling of voluminous 

amounts of data have grown rapidly in the past ten to fifteen years and now influence the daily work of scientists and, 

further, influence also the directions of their research interests. eScientists wish to exploit the novel potential of 

enabling e-infrastructures to accelerate discovery, whilst simultaneously being motivated by the major societal and 

scientific challenges facing them. 

eScience has now evolved in an interdisciplinary science direction where the integral deployments of ICT and e-

infrastructures into science workflows are central features rather than the ICT and e-infrastructures in 

themselves. It is a bridging phenomenon which allows the researcher to focus on strongly problem driven 

challenges whilst utilizing tools and methodologies harvested from an array of inter- and multi-disciplinary 

exploits. 

                                                                 
1 According to en.wikipedia.org quote taken from IEEE International Conference on eScience, homepage, accessed December 18, 2014, https://eScience-

conference.org/ 
2 NLeSC Strategy 2015-2020, https://www.eSciencecenter.nl/img/pressroom/331-010_ESC_Strategy_Brochure_LR_spreads.pdf 

https://escience-conference.org/
https://escience-conference.org/
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4.3 Paradigm or practice: eScience integrates and crosses boundaries 
Rather than discuss the question of whether it is eScience or “big data” that are to be credited as being the 

fourth paradigm for conducting research, it is more important to recognize that both of these are dramatically 

changing the lives of researchers. The terms eScience and Big Data originate from the same period, eScience 

being introduced by John Taylor in 1999 in the context of (computer) grid developments and Big Data by Bob 

Bishop, at the time CEO and chairman of SGI. eScience is born out of the notion that modern software and 

communication techniques allow for computing-system interaction, beyond the scope of one’s own premises, 

discipline or institutional domain or even national borders. It grew on the back of the contemporary notions of 

ubiquitous computing, the development of computer grids and the data flood emergence. 

Today Big Data is a tidal wave flooding both business and research whilst eScience is being developed by the 

efforts of the international scientific community. Today’s conceptualisation of eScience encompasses both the 

Big Data and the Computational Science domains, linked through modern modelling techniques, analytics and 

e-infrastructures. Perhaps the Internet of Things will prove even more impactful, but that domain too is finding 

its natural research environment in eScience. 

The question is: what can we do now that we couldn’t do before? Why does eScience and Big Data research 

break barriers and move the horizon? How can eScience and big data research help in getting the most out of 

these developments in support of the economy and science? The Big Answer is that: eScience integrates Big 

Data, Computational Science, the potential to share, exchange and experiment, and the possibility of using e-

infrastructures as a whole that is beyond parochial use of grids, clouds and HPC. This makes eScience a very 

versatile new and all-encompassing concept. 

4.4 Innovation through versatile re-use 
Re-use of data and software; cross fertilization between disciplines and the re-use of methodologies are 

powerful capacities which  shorten the time to discovery. All these are aspects of Open Science (see Paragraph 

7.3.2), and its guiding principles are: make research data and software re-usable from the outset and share 

them in a FAIR (Findable-Accessible-Interoperable-Reusable) fashion. eScientists review what is available for 

their purposes at any time and master the tools necessary to find what they need. Criteria are defined that 

determine what data and software can be discarded, what to preserve and for how long if only so as not to 

hamper new directions and faster methodologies. Re-usability and share-ability are nonetheless in the 

forefront of the minds of eScientists when creating new digital objects. 

4.5 Historical perspective 
The revolutionary developments associated with eScience do not come without reference to earlier 

developments in science and technology. 

Computers have been around since the middle of the twentieth century. Computational methodologies have a 

much longer record of development, their rate of development escalating with the advent of the 

computational age and will continue to do so up to and beyond the exascale era. Data (i.e. their storage and 

stewardship) have been a more troubled domain since the invention of computers, but as of the beginning of 

this century have taken their own uplift and now dominate the scene. Communication has taken off strongly 

since the nineties and so has interaction, since about 2000. 

ICT-Infrastructures (facilities beyond individual resources or equipment), in particular supra-national 

infrastructures, developed slowly during the eighties and nineties, but escalated strongly in the first decade of 

this century. We now have GéANT, PRACE, EGI, EUDAT, and ESFRI-project related infrastructure organisations 

connecting with national e-infrastructures. 

New steps are determined by new generations that have learned to accept the world as they see it: students of 

today have no experience of a world without an internet or even without mobile devices and 4G ready mobile 

smart phones. This is their starting point when entering the scientific or business arena. This also boosts the rate 

& methods used for scientific innovation. 
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In conclusion eScience is developing with a revolutionary dimension, being solidly founded on previous 

investments and developments in the computational and computer sciences, technologies and e-

infrastructures. 

5 States-of-the-art 
The eScience domain is broad and any attempt to describe the state-of-the-art in all of the different thematic 

directions would be utterly incomplete. Hence, this overview simply gives a flavour and is not intended to be 

expansive, more to give a flavour of the breadth of activities. More detail with respect to each domain is 

presented in the appendix. 

5.1 Humanities and Social Sciences 
The directions being pursued by the Humanities and Social Sciences were inconceivable a few years ago. IBM 

Watson3 has probably had more impact on these domains than on any other. Language processing, automated 

learning, speech recognition etc. are becoming more prominent in humanities than ever before. Emotion 

recognition, resolving ambiguities in languages and translation can be considered as Big Data topics, because 

the data being exchanged are complex, volatile, sometimes not even reproducible, and require sophisticated 

interlinking between ICT and expertise development. 

5.2 Life Sciences and eHealth 
This very broad domain is boosted by a wide range of eScience technologies. Advanced Neurophysical 

diagnostic infrastructures, massive biological data clustering techniques, e-Mental Health (EMH) interventions 

supported by enriched linguistic tools, analyzing patterns in therapy-related e-mail correspondence, enabling 

precision breeding, constructing a sustainable infrastructure for translational medical research and more. In 

the relatively new eScience era of the life sciences, disciplinary scientific developments and those of eScience 

technologies go hand in hand. 

Big Data analytics contributed significantly to the eventual confinement of the Ebola disease4. This type of 

application is new to the medical domain and was enabled by persuading the respective governments and local 

organizations to open up their registration data. 

5.3 Physics and Beyond 
Physics, Chemistry, Astronomy and Engineering have traditionally worked at the forefront, even the leading 

edge of technology. This is equally valid for their involvement in eScience. Other eScience domains can benefit 

from prior insights and methodologies discovered in these sciences, sometimes though the “hard” sciences can 

be enriched through eScience insights gained in other areas. Utilising GPU’s in ordinary computation may be 

enhanced by learnings from astronomy, whilst text analysis of publications may yield (bio-) chemical solutions 

that would not have been discovered otherwise. Coupling four supercomputers across the world for simulating 

colliding stars or milky ways, may not only bring new solutions to astrophysics, but also possibly to high 

resolution and real-time climate studies. 

Typically the more traditional Computational Science technologies and methodologies have been brought into 

eScience via the Physics&Beyond track, but Jungle Computing techniques developed in Computer Science may 

nonetheless enrich these domains. eScience will also help to ensure a holistic approach to the available and 

hence appropriate e-infrastructure resources available for the problem at hand. 

5.4 Environment & Sustainability 
Sustainability is about collectively surviving beyond our horizon, involving the flora, fauna and life styles of 

human kind. Hence, this domain is typically  a multi-scale as well as multi-science type of domain. It involves 

climatology, environmental sciences and life style choices. But also computer science and technology. 

Technology can help ICT for better energy footprints, computer science and numerical mathematics can design 

                                                                 
3 http:// www.ibm.com/watson 

4 Inaugural presentation by Prof. Aske Plaat, Leiden University, 2015. 
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better (in this case more energy efficient) algorithms. eScience can help getting the best out of all these 

elements and use these technologies to work on energy efficient processes in all aspects of production and 

fabrication, environmental reports preceding new construction works and design environmentally sound and 

sustainable processes. 

5.5 Foundational technology development 
From an eScience perspective, Computational Sciences, Data Sciences, Visualization and Communication are 

tools and methodologies rather than application domains. However,  furthering their state-of-art is an essential 

ingredient for the advancement of eScience.  

5.5.1 Computational Science 
Computational Science rests on a spectrum of mature disciplines, including numerical and non-numerical 

algorithms, computer and information sciences, modelling and simulation software and also computer 

developments. Developed intensively since the fifties, it has taken off strongly with the advent of 

supercomputers. Computational Science is largely about algorithmic simulations of (complex) processes in 

nature or society. It is the interaction of the conceived model, with its possible imperfections, the limitations of 

computers in respect of their capacities (memory size, disk storage, communication latencies, word-lengths 

and precision) and a comparison of the results with real measurements which mature computational science 

into a real scientific discipline. It  is at the core of weather forecasting, climatology, computational fluid 

dynamics, theoretical chemistry and computational astrophysics, biology and more. Computational science 

adapts constantly to increasing computer capabilities and architectural developments. Presently the push is 

towards exascale. 

5.5.2 Data Science 
This new domain is under active development. New statistical methods, new forms of analytics, and translation 

of methods between disciplines for gaining new knowledge hidden in data collections, new ways of combining 

data from different sources and of different natures (GIS, textual, sound, graphics, real-time, structured, 

unstructured, etc.). Many data, complex data, fluid data, collected data, measured data, computed data, data 

recovery, storage, filtering, etc. all play a role in this relatively newly initiated research domain. 

5.5.3 Visualization and communication 
Data volumes, data interrelations and data with a time record require new forms of visualization to support the 

usability and effectiveness of large data analyses. Also, communication technologies have to live up to the ever 

higher standards demanded by bandwidth, latency and privacy/security considerations. In addition, novel ways 

of utilising e-infrastructures as a whole must be supported. For this new protocols and administrative 

procedures must be developed. Two examples of large science projects where many of those aspects came 

into perspective were: the first concerning the dynamics of colliding milky ways and the second,  concerning 

the Gulf Stream overhaul. For each of these projects, several supercomputers around the world were 

connected to work simultaneously. 

5.6 eScience in Business 
The art of going beyond traditional Business Intelligence methods (someone poses a question and tries to get 

an answer based on the structured and unstructured data at hand), is being developed by introducing newly 

developed methods from across different domain boundaries. That is, if one wants to find information one did 

not know would be in the data in the first place. Methods based on topological concepts of “distance” between 

objects are widely used. Mass media text analysis, as is applied regularly to Facebook or Twitter messages are 

still in their infancy and apply to the text parts only. Methodologies to obtain information from the 

non/written spoken word, or the visual part of media, such as in YouTube movies with equal accuracy as in 

texts, are still immature. But a wealth of information is hidden there to be made accessible: this is where 

eScience can help business and industry. 
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5.7 Future directions 
eScience is a community of practice. Consequently it is a self-developing new domain in science. It is also a 

highly adaptive way of doing science, so who knows where it will go. Big Data may no longer be the hot topic it 

is now, data archives may no longer be the way to go. Will exascale computing deliver what is expected of it? 

One observation, however, will last beyond present hypecycle. The relationship between science and e-

Infrastructures, as well as eScience and ICT has gradually developed from e-Infrastructure supported science to 

a model in which the ICT and e-Infrastructure support becomes integral to the Science practice.  The 

consequence of this is that if today this brokerage helps scientists embrace appropriate new e-Infrastructure 

services then tomorrow the brokerage will help eScientists design and build the appropriate new ICT facilities 

and methods. 

The worlds of high level visions and derived scientific challenges and of technology for computing, 

communication and storage will remain distinct, each with their own dynamic and innovation cycles. These 

worlds, however, need to be bridged by intermediaries that are able to “speak” the languages of multiple 

domains, the eScience experts and their eScience organizations. Scientific disciplines remain distinct by 

definition, so problem-central research will remain multi-disciplinary.  This also requires bridges between 

various disciplines and their working environments and requires eScience expertise. In that sense eScience is a 

living science domain that is there to survive hypes and technological developments. 

6 eScience for Europe 

6.1 Global co-operation 
eScience is a global wave: developments towards the efficient deployment of modern ICT and e-infrastructures 

are not limited to any specific country or continent. Co-operation, sharing of data, knowledge, expertise, 

facilities and open science are at the very heart of this wave. PLAN-E seeks to engage with similar organizations 

around the world in support of knowledge exchange and best practices. Yet it is fair to say that the state of 

affairs in conceiving what eScience is about is not at the same stage of development elsewhere. In Europe 

PLAN-E is one of the distinct efforts to stimulate and advocate eScience across Europe at all levels: scientists, 

research organizations, governments and the European Commission. 

6.2 Leadership 
eScience groups are active globally outside of PLAN-e members also, in the US (including University of 

Washington, University of Chicago, Virginia, & Georgia Tech), Australia (Australian National University and 

RMIT University) and Korea (KISTI);  and simultaneously the term eScience is indeed used in many other 

countries around the world. It is noteworthy though that a more refined conceptualization of eScience seems 

to be strongly rooted and extensively used in Europe. Elsewhere, eScience often  refers to the underlying 

infrastructure for compute or data exchange, grid-infrastructures, HPC, or incidental collaborative projects. 

Europe is clearly leading the gradual shift from emphasis on e-infrastructures to a holistic approach to 

deployment of all available resources and it is worthwhile accelerating this development by co-operation 

between leading centres; by the injection of new ideas; by creating new bridges between science, data, 

computational aspects, analytics and data driven activities in a challenge-centric fashion. 

Having recognized the value of these new concepts, eScience centres and organizations from more than 20 

European countries  have agreed to work together by knowledge exchange, formal and informal meetings, 

community building, mutual updating on states of the art and collectively bringing these new concepts forward 

and making them public. 

6.3 Industry 
European industry, of necessity, needs to be continuously fed with innovative ideas and scientific discoveries 

from all domains of science. It is thus both the responsibility of and in their best interest for industries to 

search out such ideas and discoveries. Simultaneously it is the responsibility of eScience communities to 

communicate new findings, concepts and solutions resulting from eScience research activities. PLAN-E will 

initiate such communication or establish for itself an intermediary role in this space. The state-of-the-art listing 
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from all science domains, sketched in chapter 5, already includes typical research examples with great 

industrial potential, such as column-store data bases and serendipic clustering for Big Data analysis, emotion 

recognition in speech, text meaning in context, smart city research, etc. 

Industry and eScience specialist could profitably collaborate on innovation initiatives. 

PLAN-E recognizes industry as an indispensable partner of science in general and of eScience in particular. It 

should be noted that this is not limited to direct ICT-related domains only, but in all sciences that can benefit 

from the bridging role of eScience. 

6.4 Competitiveness 
The European eScience community, as represented by PLAN-E, is committed to contribute to the excellence of 

European research and to European welfare. Consequently, eScience is expected to be able to contribute 

significantly to European prosperity. Simultaneously PLAN-E is open to the exchange of knowledge and 

experiences with other Globally located eScience scholars and initiatives. 

The full development of PLAN-E as a suite of communities exchanging knowledge, experiences and best 

practices in their respective fields will contribute towards making Europe stronger and, in addition, through 

interaction with industry (which will require support from other sources) also raise Europe’s competitiveness 

to a higher level. 

Very importantly,  this also requires very competitive European, regional and national e-infrastructures. 

6.5 European benefits 
Thanks to well established EU/EC insights, traditions and practices, Europe has several beneficial and 

advantageous features (for example overall capabilities and experiences) which make the process of building 

an eScience based environment relatively straightforward and, in some sense, easier than it would be in other 

global regions. 

Europe has a history of managing and organising European-wide joint scientific activities. Projects are 

established and duly supported by the Research and Technological Development Framework Programmes of 

the EU. Hundreds of projects have been funded under the EC umbrella via these programmes. The experience 

gained by virtue of these practices and the related past efforts have resulted in a valuable set of information 

and knowledge on how to organise and manage complex research activities characterising research generally, 

including eScience. 

An extremely important outcome of doing research on the basis of this joint European platform has been the 

emergence of the ERA (the European Research Area) concept which offers a desirable environment for 

introducing eScience. The common (distributed and also integrated, remotely accessible and jointly 

exploitable) e-Infrastructures enabling eScience also possess novel elements of virtualisation not only in the 

technical but also in the organisational sense, and in so doing offer an optimum eScience environment. 

Early, fast, and effective adoption of the recent principles and practices of Data Infrastructures and availability 

of dedicated Cloud solutions for scientific research applications is another advantage for Europe. Together with 

the conscious and duly treated openness practices these efforts lead  developments towards EDI (the 

European Data Infrastructure) and EOSC (the European Open Science Cloud), under the ECI (European Cloud 

Initiative) umbrella and to providing a solid backing also for the more general Digital Single Market. The new 

initiatives do greatly help in paving the way of eScience, but also provide a bridge between the emerging 

eScience and the full exploitation of eScience outputs towards enhancing innovation  

Utilising eScience in this way, European research competitiveness in eScience is more easily and directly 

transformed into competitiveness in the economy. 
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7 Requirements: prerequisites and dependencies 
The future success of eScience, which includes Computational Science and Data Research, depends on external 

factors and pre-requires agreement on community-internal matters—an issue which rests in the hands of the 

eScience community itself. Before addressing specifics, it is important to note that the utmost flexibility is 

required in the community-of-practice regarding: 

- The scope and definition of the operating domain (eScience); 

- Both the “old science” and the “new science”; 

- The nature of both shared and supporting e-infrastructures; 

- Sharing good and bad experiences, not just best practices; 

- The backgrounds of the different communities: HPC-, Grid- and networking-communities, librarians 

and archiving, infrastructure providers and more. 

This flexibility is necessary because it is in the nature of eScience to initiate any problem solving process with a 

holistic approach, and not narrowly from the availability of a particular resource. 

For compactness, we elaborate on the pre-requisites and dependencies by distinguishing four elements: co-

operation, education, information and infrastructures. 

7.1 Co-operation and positioning 

7.1.1 Aspects of co-operation 
As in areas such as science, sports and industry more generally we simultaneously both compete and co-

operate as intrinsically necessary principles for cohabitation of two models. Consequently we co-operate 

where we can and compete where necessary. 

PLAN-E provides a framework for co-operation in all aspects of the domain. It is a platform of parties that, 

because of their existing partnerships, already know and understand one another and are hence well placed 

for future collaborative projects and funding opportunities. In order to keep the model clean from internal 

competition, PLAN-E per se will not apply for grants, except perhaps for its professional support, unless all 

parties involved can equally benefit from any such grants. 

Co-operation between the parties takes place through sharing data and information, best practices and pitfalls, 

defining common values and strategies, sharing technologies, software and tools and enabling low overhead 

exchanges of researchers. It also allows for collective action, such as by publishing this White Paper and 

addressing governmental organizations relevant to the further development of eScience. 

7.1.2 Positioning 
PLAN-E also recognizes that it requires collaboration with other European and national  e-infrastructure 

entities, such as GÉANT, ESFRI, e-IRG, EGI, PRACE, EUDAT, EC-departments, RDA and others, when and 

wherever there are common grounds to do so as well as other new and emerging suppliers. Vice versa PLAN-E 

can and will provide input to these organizations and so ingest the eScience view into their policies or alert 

these advisory bodies to relevant questions and perhaps even solutions. 

GÉANT, EGI, PRACE, EUDAT 

From the PLAN-E point of view, these parties are providers of e-infrastructure services. Their present and 

future policies and services are of high importance to the eScience/Data Research community. PLAN-E will 

therefore invite these parties to present their services, policies and future directions and will endeavour to 

establish fruitful links between them and the eScience/Data Research communities. 

We will also require the full breadth of e-infrastructure suppliers from outside of publically funded services 

such as public cloud & other solutions which have already established large userbases. This is particularly true 

where the eScience agenda is concerned with industrial collaboration.  

ESFRI 
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Maintaining good contacts with ESFRI provides PLAN-E with valuable insights into the large scale projects 

enabled by the support of ESFRI. It is very likely that the eScience community at large will be able to provide 

significant horizontal support to the efficient execution of the research conducted utilising ESFRI projects. In 

due course there may be good reasons to analyze prospective ESFRI programs for their eScience components 

before commencement or grants allocation. 

e-IRG 

The e-IRG has a good record of tracking down administrative and other barriers impeding large scale European 

collaborative projects using European e-infrastructures. It also initiated actions towards addressing HPC and 

Data as obvious white spots at the time in the European infrastructures for science. PLAN-E has already 

established good contacts with the e-IRG and will continue to maintain these. In the event that eScience/Data 

Research communities feel the need for improvements in e-infrastructures and/or stumble upon any barriers 

in the way of further development, PLAN-E will address the e-IRG with all available input and background 

information at its disposal, with the request to assist in resolving such matters. 

RDA 

As data stewardship and software sustainability are significant topics in eScience, PLAN-E will formulate 

opinions on these topics with regard to implementing procedures and advocate best practices. Input from RDA 

is considered very valuable and PLAN-E will contribute to the RDA cause. Contacts with RDA have already been 

established. 

EC-Departments 

PLAN-E considers it important to establish good standing with the Directorates of the Commission and create 

awareness about the existence of PLAN-E. Even more importantly PLAN-E will strive to create awareness about 

eScience developments and trends, whilst stressing the continued importance of Computational Science and 

Data Science. PLAN-E seeks to remain a neutral party, not looking for funding for its own cause -with the 

exception perhaps of future secretarial support. PLAN-E will actively inform the Commission of its goals and 

development through the Directorate/s best aligned to its remit. 

PLAN-E will also support members where they require evidence for national government activities where 

showcasing international best practice or collaborative mechanisms may be beneficial. 

7.2 eSkills (education) 
It is widely recognised that there is a distinct lack of skilled eScience and Data-Science researchers both in 

academia and in industry. The awareness of the potential of this new domain has led governments, funding 

agencies and universities to set up dedicated centers, however its future development and success depends on 

ensuring an influx of new students and of new generations of researchers-- –namely a generation that has 

never lived without an existing internet, web or smart phone. Educational curricula are being designed and 

graduate schools  set up. PLAN-E will exchange information on such activities between active groups and assist 

in stimulating others to follow. 

eSkills for eScience can be taught through the regular university/college curriculum by modernizing relevant 

courses and educating post graduates, post docs and staff: the latter by means of courses, workshops and 

summer/winter schools. Both of these directions are indispensable to keep developments at the requisite 

pace. 

The full impact of eScience will, as a consequence, come from   students who graduate and either: 

 take up positions in industry, government and international organizations, or  

 engage in entrepreneurship activities and  start their own companies,,  or  

 proceed further into graduate schools to conduct research.  

Students are creative and power users of technologies. Hence, appropriately equipping them with eScience 

skills  will ensure that eScience is well positioned to solve research challenges of society. New eScience 
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applications, emanating from the creative minds of young graduates, are bound to catch the attention of all 

members of societies worldwide,.  

To facilitate easy access to eScience resources, universities instructors and students should be provided with 

easy and open access to computational and data e-infrastructures.  

Multi-disciplinary work lies at the core of eScience. Increasingly, universities are applying to organizations such 

as ABET (Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology) and ANAEE (European Network for 

Accreditation of Engineering Education) to accredit their programs. One of the criteria that engineering 

programs must satisfy is the provision of multi-disciplinary skills. In ABET, this is phrased as “an ability to 

function on multidisciplinary teams”. Often, the setting up of multi-disciplinary projects is difficult in 

universities. eScience, and in particular the organizations involved in PLAN-E, can help or initiate the setting up 

of such multidisciplinary projects, since eScience is inherently multidisciplinary.  

7.3 Open Science directions 

7.3.1 Lifting the pyramid 
It is only by continuously building on the fundamentals of previous research that scientific output can be 

accelerated. This requires maximal openness in all aspects of the science enterprise. Opening science up to all, 

namely other scientists, industry and the general public is required. Open by default, closed or postponed 

openness if so required for privacy, security, external contracts or legislation. We do, however,  recognise that for 

the full benefit and fairness to be established these fundamentals must be accepted globally.  

7.3.2 Open science 
“Open science is the movement to make scientific research, data and dissemination accessible to all levels of 

an inquiring society, amateur or professional. It encompasses practices such as publishing open research, 

campaigning for open access, encouraging scientists to practice open notebook science, and generally making 

it easier to publish and communicate scientific knowledge.5” 

“The OpenScience project is dedicated to writing and releasing free and Open Source scientific software. We 

are a group of scientists, mathematicians and engineers who want to encourage a collaborative environment in 

which science can be pursued by anyone who is inspired to discover something new about the natural world.6” 

There are in fact many more sites and organizations that profile themselves as participants in the Open Science 

movement, provide tools for open science or access to open publication routes. 

 

PLAN-E stresses the importance of general openness in scientific achievements, results and reviewed 

publications, wherever possible enriched by providing access to underlying data, descriptions of procedures 

followed and/or details of equipment used in getting the published results. 

PLAN-E is aware of the existence and activities of OpenAire (and OpenAirePlus), the funded H2020-project in 

support of Open Science, in particular in the field of Open Access Publications and Open Data. Where and 

when applicable, PLAN-E supports the visions behind the OpenAire Project and will maintain an open 

relationship with OpenAire. PLAN-E itself will focus on Data Stewardship and Software Sustainability as 

concepts and work on practical implementations thereof at associated institutes. See section 7.4 for more 

details. 

7.3.3 Citizen science 
eScience research is typically amenable and open to citizen’s participation. Provided it is organized well  the 

general public can contribute by collecting field data, and sharing their insights and knowledge in a domain of 

interest with scientists. A recent example involved the general  public contributing information collected in the 

field on birds tracked through tracking devices supported by a mobile app. Mobile apps can also provide new 

behavioural information about the general public that can be used in the social and medical/health domains. 

Looking ahead, we are seeing machine learning deployed to learn from crowdsourced human classifications in 

                                                                 
5 From: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_science 
6 From: The OpenScienceProject, http://www.openscience.org/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_research
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_access
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_notebook_science
http://www.opensource.org/
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order to automate bulk data reduction.  Citizen Scientists can also provide eScience infrastructure through 

volunteer computing; as an example, this technique has delivered substantive outcomes in climate change 

research in the climate prediction.net project. 

7.4 Sustainability 

7.4.1 General 
Both Data stewardship (which is more than “Research Data Management”) and Software Sustainability deserve 

the attention of researchers, research funders and governments. It concerns cultural heritage as well as sound 

scientific conduct, together with aspects of reproducibility and accountability at all levels. Both of these topics 

deserve to be placed on sounder methodological and legal footings. A General Framework to address these 

topics as well as an approach along disciplinary rather than institutional lines is required. Legally much must still 

be regulated. Perhaps the resolution should happen at the UNESCO level: presently the mere fact that  national 

libraries are compelled to make images of CD-ROMS containing software is formally illegal, whilst on the other 

hand it is the legally obligated task of these libraries to preserve their contents. Running software under, for 

example, Windows 95 is again strictly speaking illegal, because licenses can no longer be obtained for those 

operating systems. 

A recent survey in The Netherlands, conducted by ePLAN, showed that although many scientists had not 

previously  heard of terms such as Data stewardship, Research Data Management or Software Sustainability they 

nonetheless understand the terms and over 80% of the respondents agreed that national and international 

policies on these matters were due and necessary. 

7.4.2 Data stewardship 
Data stewardship is more than data management, which is implementation oriented. Rather, Data Stewardship 

incorporates a host of activities—including awareness of the potential of data collecting and collections- that 

are required for good parenthood of what is created and maintainable regarding data. In this White Paper the 

importance of data stewardship is stressed because it is considered an indispensable element of this particular 

science domain. PLAN-E will maintain this topic as a continuous track in its efforts and elaborate on 

implementation issues thereof in separate publications. This must include agreed mechanisms where the value 

of data can be established. For example beyond a fairly short time horizon it is cheaper and more efficient to 

regenerate simulation data, whereas of course observational data may only be collected once and therefore 

should be managed as near to raw state as possible. 

7.4.3 Software sustainability 
Data stewardship requires software sustainability, as does efficient science. Data cannot be read, displayed, 

interpreted or reproduced without suitable trustworthy software. But this aspect seems to be under-

appreciated in data management discussions. On the one hand software is just another type of data, but on 

the other hand it is a type of data that requires a particular form of maintenance in order to remain useful. An 

important aspect of software sustainability, as well as of data stewardship, is reproducibility of scientific 

(published) results. Version control and traceability of computed results are becoming increasingly important 

in order to keep track of both proper and erroneous results. Software sustainability is a complex topic, which is 

not only concerned with archiving, persistent identifiers and DOI’s but also with emulation, keeping selected 

software alive, usable and up-to-date, maintaining original representations and experiences, such as for digital 

art, and last but not least legislation concerning rights and licensing. 

A Software Sustainability Initiative per country would contribute towards creating a European Software 

Sustainability Infrastructure to address these issues in the long term. Like Data Stewardship, PLAN-E will 

maintain this topic as a continuous track in its efforts and further elaborate on it shortly. 

7.4.4 Success measurements 
Although it is still a new paradigm, e-Science is important enough to deserve New Metrics in order to assess its 

results and achievements. For Scientists, this means moving beyond the traditional scientific peer review of 

publications. If open science is important, than so too is recognizing the creators of open data and software. If 

someone expends serious efforts in collecting data on a topic and the research world expects these data to be 
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open and the software available to read, interpret or regenerate the data, then recognition of their efforts 

should add to someone’s credits and resume at a level comparable with that of peer reviewed papers. Also: 

the best eScience is not per se the top research in a specific domain combined with the best ICT, but rather the 

best combination of the two. The important point being: achieving newer or better results that are valuable to 

science, industry and/or society. 

It is urgently time to determine and put in place these new metrics for quality and recognition in eScience. 

7.5 Infrastructures 
However important e-Infrastructures may be to eScience, this topic is discussed last in this document in order 

to stress that neither eScience nor PLAN-E are about e-Infrastructures to the exclusion of the other areas, 

rather than physical e-infrastructure of all types sites alongside other services. eScience concentrates on the 

optimal, innovative and creative deployment of ICT and any appropriate underlying e-infrastructures. The 

eScience community is not principally responsible for e-infrastructures, neither policy wise nor in terms of 

services, however the eScience community most certainly does not take the existence of e-infrastructures for 

granted, as it is strongly dependent on these. e-Infrastructures need to be inspiring, challenging, effective and 

adequate, easily accessible and available at all levels: globally, European, Nationally, Regionally and locally. 

There is obviously a continuous need for the most modern forms of e-infrastructure, including high bandwidth, 

low latency networks, secure and privacy aware networking protocols, High Performance Computing facilities, 

enormous amounts of cluster compute and storage capacities, separately or through grids and clouds, secure 

web structures, and more. 

Obviously, PLAN-E welcomes the advent of the announced European Open Science Cloud, which is expected to 

reflect the eScience vision on doing science with a holistic view on the underlying e-infrastructure, including 

the sharing of data and software. 

As mentioned before, PLAN-E seeks to give advice from the point of view of the scientific communities to e-

Infrastructure service providers at the European or at any other level regarding their future plans and services. 

An example:  the survey and subsequent analysis by ePLAN, the “national version of PLAN-E” in The 

Netherlands, among over 10.000 university research staff members, to map their present and required future 

scientific demands for e-infrastructure resources. 

8 Concluding 
eScience is a self-developing new direction in science that combines much of the achievements of  past 

decades into an extremely versatile new way of doing science. eScience is an important, radically new direction 

in the history of Science, carried by a new generation of scientists and a new vision of doing science. It is 

definitely new in its approach to combine both traditional and revolutionary elements of  available 

opportunities at this early phase of the 3rd millennium. 

Although the development of the eScience principles and techniques is presently just at its infancy, numerous 

examples are proving the strengths of the new paradigm and  practice. 

eScience is both a goal and a tool. The goal is to arrive at a stage where the vast majority of researchers 

(professionals and also amateur citizen scientists)  know their opportunities and are able to exploit the 

opportunities provided by eScience in their activities. The tool, on the other hand, is the eScience environment 

itself which enables free thinking and discussion, collecting new experiences, observing new phenomena, 

looking for new facts, exploring new relations, and testing new ideas. 

eScience is achieved as a result of an open mind and a mind for openness and sharing, next to motivation, 

stimulation, enthusiasm and devotion. At the same time, eScience is generating and strengthening motivation, 

stimulation, enthusiasm and devotion. A rare moment in the history of Science: a true positive feedback in 

every sense – and the basis for faster than ever progress in Science. 
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9 Appendix: States-of-the-art in some more detail 

9.1 Humanities and Social Sciences 

9.1.1 Enabling 4D GIS for archaeological research 
In the context of Mapping the Via Appia through time for archaeological studies, a 4D (3D + time) Geographic 

Information System is being developed. The use of a 4D GIS in archaeology is not yet widespread. Even 4D GIS 

in general is still very much in development, challenging this approach to be progressive and innovative. The 

goal is a highly detailed 4D GIS, enabling archaeologists to analyze complex archaeological sites and 

landscapes. 

9.1.2 Text mining 
Text mining is without doubt one of the most important available techniques to obtain insight from data. 

Commercially, this is very interesting indeed (Facebook, twitter, …) and is therefore constantly in 

development. A specific application is the mining for emotions which entails mining for textual expressions, 

gestures and their interrelation and more. This is a stepping stone towards recognizing emotions in voice and 

video (film) and automated emotion indexing of movies (video, film, …). 

9.1.3 Smart Cities 
Smart Cities is a trendy topic, but examples of practical and direct use can help substantiate this trend, we 

cite a few: analysis of human behaviour in cities and major complexes as a result of change in weather (with 

the aid of mobile phone location statistics); or as a result of sudden environmental changes (closed roads or 

gates); the forecasting of micro-temperatures at street level in cities; or high resolution water (sewer 

capacities) or electricity distributions (smart grids at micro-level). 

9.1.4 Computational Social Science 
Social Science has embraced new and emerging forms of data, including social media and other online 

interactions such as: mobile devices, wearable technology, Internet of Things, data tracking the movement of 

people and objects (GPS/geolocation data, traffic, CCTV), and satellite and aerial imagery. Besides answering 

established questions in new ways, this allows social scientists to research new questions and for the first 

time to work in near real time. For example, in social media we see new social processes at the scale of the 

population in real time, and these are attracting study and potential intervention. The scale of this data, as 

well as the need for live and historical data fusion and live analytics are making entirely new demands on e-

Infrastructures for social science research. 

9.1.5 Computational Musicology 
Traditionally, the study of music made extensive use of musical scores. Today that study is supported by 

computational analyses of musical recordings.  As today’s archive of recordings grows continuously, new 

algorithms are being designed for feature extraction, which is computationally demanding. For example, the 

analysis of musical structure has deployed sophisticated autocorrelation techniques across this large and 

growing corpus and makes extensive use of HPC. The new field of digital musicology also deals with the 

sharing of outcomes of these analyses, for example using linked data and new ways of interacting with the 

musical content in real time. 

9.2 Life Sciences&eHealth 

9.2.1 General 
This very broad domain is boosted by a wide range of eScience technologies. Advanced Neurophysical 

diagnostic infrastructures, massive biological data clustering techniques, e-Mental Health (EMH) 

interventions support by enriched linguistic tools, analyzing patterns in therapy-related e-mail 

correspondence, enabling precision breeding, constructing a sustainable infrastructure for translational 

medical research and more. In this typical relatively new science era of life sciences, the scientific 
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developments and those of eScience technologies go hand in hand. 

Big Data analytics helped significantly to eventually confine the Ebola disease7. This type of application is new 

to the medical domain and was enabled after enforcing the respective governments and local organizations 

to open up their registration data. 

9.2.2 Medicine 
The medical domain is becoming increasingly data-intensive. In addition to all that is related to genomics, a 

data-driven topic pur sang, the automated analysis of graphical data (X-rays, etc.), translational medical 

research, big data visualization, biomarker boosting and simulation of blood flows and cardiac behaviour are 

typical modern directions towards better medicine that would be inconceivable without eScience 

involvement. Also the Virtual Imaging Platform (VIP) (France) provides a variety of object models and medical 

image simulators as well as access to distributed computing and storage resources. 

9.2.3 Pharmaceutical Sciences 
Progress in pharmaceutics may depends on mining already published (combinations of) scientific reports on 

genes, pharmaceutical and accidental or purpose based medical effects as it does on broad scale chemistry. 

Large scale and continuous mining for multiple occurrences of such effects yields new insights. Positive 

findings are distributed as so called nano publications among interested groups of scientists. Much more is 

happening in this field, but this example exemplifies the potential of new techniques in long standing 

domains of science. 

9.2.4 Ecology 
In eScience inspired ecological research birds are being equipped with GPS and 3D accelerator devices for 

tracking and behavioural analysis over large areas as widespread as South-Africa. The information extracted 

from the collected streaming data provides an abundance of new insights into bird behaviour per species. 

Furthermore the required infrastructure is prototypical for what one may want from obtaining and 

exchanging traffic information from individual (car) traffic participants for inter-traffic communication. 

Furthermore, the Global Biodiversity Information Facility is a good example of an international open data 

infrastructure, crossing boundaries of life-types and nations. 

9.3 Physics&Beyond 

9.3.1 Astronomy 
System Health Management is very important in Astronomy (as in many other domains). Due to the very 

large amounts of data involved only Artificial Intelligence based self-learning systems will be able to cope 

with occurring flaws in the system. However, once established such technologies can be re-used in high-

energy physics, ecology, life sciences and urban planning. Also the introduction of GPU-technology in 

astronomy helped significantly in the speeding up of signal processing. 

When it comes to “big” as in “many”, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project will set the tone for some 

time. Similar to the LHC project at CERN, SKA will be the most influential scientific project with respect to 

data, acquisition, real time local processing (reduction), global distribution of data in amounts 10 times the 

present world scale Internet traffic, followed by data interpretation at various centers around the world. Here 

the interaction of scientific research questions and technology developments pushed forward exemplifies the 

interaction of eScience and big data at the bleeding edge. 

9.3.2 Chemical Sciences 
The Chemical Sciences have a long standing record of intense computing methodologies that have matured 

over decades of experience. Traditional modelling in quantum chemistry and molecular dynamics act as 

examples per se of what Computational Science is all about. But also in these domains, the introduction of 

extremely parallel computing and the  introduction of GPU-like computing devices have greatly influenced 

both the applicability of methodologies and the nature of their implementations. It requires in depth skilled 

computer experts to efficiently incorporate these new technologies into the workflow of existing packages. 

                                                                 
7 Inaugural presentation by Prof. Aske Plaat, Leiden University, …2015. 
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But at the other end of chemistry, namely chemical informatics, a network is being designed for metabolite 

identification. 

9.3.3 Physical Sciences 
For the particle physics domain and well beyond, the concept of collaborative statistical modelling has 

emerged in recent years, where detailed statistical models of measurements performed by independent 

teams of scientists are combined a posteriori without loss of detail. 

Also Multiscale Computing is enhanced, including sensitivity analysis and uncertainty quantification. 

In neutrino research the present algorithms for detection are not fast enough and largely deficient. Current 

algorithms focus on the selection of specific signatures in the hit correlations which are expected from high 

energetic interactions. eScience will enhance the strict filtering to a full online event reconstruction, so that 

accurate information on the potential neutrino candidates can be retrieved in real time and the data 

recorded more efficiently.  

9.3.4 Engineering Sciences 
For the engineering Sciences recent advances in large scale computing have made simulations possible that 

often replace and complement physical experiments. Such numerical experiments in  computational fluid 

dynamics for example, allows the incorporation of all the scales of turbulence avoiding the deficiencies of 

earlier inaccurate models not capable of capturing many important sensitive phenomena. In general, 

simulations have an increasingly important role in engineering applications and the amounts of data 

produced are also often a bottle neck. It is in such situations that eScience methodologies are of high 

importance.  

9.4 Environment&Sustainability 

9.4.1 Climatology 
As a demonstration of the potential of technological cross-over, the Astrophysical Multipurpose Software 

Environment (AMUSE), which provides a homogeneous interface to a wide variety of packages for the study 

of astrophysical phenomena where complex interactions occur between different physical domains, has been 

generalized and now provides a valuable tool to connect Climate code components. This approach has been 

successfully applied to the problem of the strong weakening (collapse) of the Meridional Overturning 

Circulation (MOC) in the Atlantic Ocean. 

9.4.2 Environmental Sciences 
Environmental sciences are particularly suited towards eScience, because they depend so much on the input 

of and insights from many disciplines. Flow dynamics, chemistry, vegetation and agriculture, soil composition, 

climate, materials science and more. Over and above these are politics, action or control, and it also involves 

decision support, psychology and sociology and so on. The eWatercycle project8 is an example of combining 

many of these disciplines to create a disaster control and management system in case of flooding or 

imminent flood risks. 

9.5 Computational and Data Sciences, Visualization and communication 
Because of the relevance of these methodologies to the day-to-day practice of eScience, this domain has 

been discussed already in the main text (Chapter 5). It is important to stress that all these methodologies and 

underlying techniques are part of eScience, according the PLAN-E Terms of Reference. 

9.6 Internet of Things 
A fresh new domain for research is the Internet of Things. Here household devices (refrigerators, TV, DVD’s 

and the like, light bulbs, smart meters), measuring instruments, sensors of all kinds, are able to send signals 

and receive instructions via the internet. Not only will this produce enormous amounts of additional data to 

be sent over the internet, but also a whole new set of domains for research. 

                                                                 
8 eWatercycle.org 


